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ABSTRACT
OFDM modulation combines advantages of high achievable
data rates and relatively easy implementation. However, for
proper recovery of input, the OFDM receiver needs accurate
channel information. Most algorithms proposed in literature
perform channel estimation in time domain which increases
computational complexity in multi-access situations where
the user is only interested in part of the spectrum. In this
paper, we propose a frequency domain algorithm for channel estimation in OFDMA systems. The algorithm performs
eigenvalue decomposition of channel autocorrelation matrix
and approximates channel frequency response seen by each
user using the first few dominant eigenvectors. In a time
variant environment, we derive a state space model for the
evolution of the eigenmodes that help us to track them. This
is done using a forward backward Kalman filter. The performance of the algorithm is further improved by employing a
data-aided approach (based on expectation maximization).
Index Terms— Channel estimation, Kalman filtering, reduced order systems, OFDMA, iterative methods
1. INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing interest in OFDM as it combines
the advantages of high achievable rates and easy implementation. This is reflected by the many standards that considered
and adopted OFDM as the modulation scheme of choice for
the physical layer. For proper operation of OFDM receiver,
it needs accurate estimate of frequency domain carrier gains.
This becomes especially challenging when the channel is time
variant. In OFDMA systems, like WiMAX, each user is assigned a part of the spectrum and only needs to estimate its
particular band. Estimating the entire spectrum would be over
solving the problem. Many standards would not be able to
support that due to limited number of pilots.
Historically, most channel estimation techniques estimate
channel in time domain. A joint carrier frequency synchronization and channel estimation approach using expectation
maximization (EM) approach is proposed in [1]. An EM

based Kalman filtering approach is proposed in [2]. In [3],
the authors have presented channel parameter estimation and
error reduction algorithms to improve overall performance
of OFDM system using Maximum Likelihood (ML) phase
tracking and Least Squares (LS) phase fitting approaches
while [4] proposed the use of implicit pilots for joint detection and channel estimation. In recent years, however,
frequency domain channel estimation has attracted attention.
In [5], a priori available information about interference structure is used to reduce the number of covariance parameters
to be determined in the synchronous case using basis functions while in [6], an interpolated LS estimator is proposed
by applying phase shifted samples in the frequency domain.
Iterative solutions have also been explored due to the complexity of the problem despite the fact that iterative solutions
are computationally intense. Researchers have explored various techniques for iterative channel estimation in OFDMA
scenario i.e., Genetic algorithms [7], extrapolation [8] and
Wiener filter [9] based channel estimation techniques.
A major problem associated with frequency domain channel estimation, as compared to time domain estimation techniques, is the increase in the number of parameters to be estimated. Iterative techniques iterate between data detection
and channel estimation, using one to improve the estimate of
the other. As data detection step is always performed in frequency domain, it would be convenient if channel estimation
is also performed in frequency domain provided the parameter estimation space does not increase.
In this paper we introduce a class of iterative algorithms for channel and data recovery in frequency domain
for OFDMA systems using the EM approach. An important
aspect of the present work is that we employ a parameter
reduction model to reduce the parameters to be estimated.
The approach we pursue in this paper builds on the approach
of [2]. A major difference from [2] is that this work performs
both channel estimation and data detection in the frequency
domain and specifically considers the OFDMA scenario.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we introduce the system model including input/output

equations in frequency domain. In Section 3, we introduce
the parameter reduction model for frequency domain channel
estimation and present an expectation maximization based iterative least square algorithm for channel and data recovery.
In Section 4, we incorporate time correlation and use an EM
forward-backward Kalman filter for channel estimation in frequency domain. Simulation results are presented in Section 6
and Section 7 gives concluding remarks.

where X i is the transmitted signal, Y i is the received signal,
Hi is the FFT of hi and N i is the additive white Gaussian
noise N (0, σ 2 I), all of length N . Equation (5) follows from
the FFT relationship
·
¸
hi
Hi = Q
= QL hi
(6)
0
where Q is the FFT matrix and QL consists of the first L
columns of Q.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the downlink of a narrowband OFDMA system with
J users. Let the OFDM frame consist of K OFDM symbols where each OFDM symbol is of length N and consists
of data and pilot tones. We consider comb-type pilots as they
are more robust in fast fading channels than block-type pilots. The data bits to be transmitted are first encoded, punctured, interleaved, then mapped to QAM symbols using Gray
code and then inserted at data tones in the OFDM symbols.
A cyclic prefix (CP) is also appended to counter the intersymbol interference (ISI). At the receiver, we discard the CP
and get the ISI free symbol. We consider a block fading channel hi of length L. The channel varies from one OFDM symbol to the next according to the state space model
hi+1 = F hi + Gui

α(L − 1)
and
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(3)
where α(l) is related to the Doppler frequency fD (l) by
α(l) = J0 (2πfD T (l)). The variable β corresponds to
the exponent of the channel decay profile while the factor
p
(1 − α2 (l))e−βl ensures that each link maintains the exponential decay profile (e−βl ) for all time. The model thus
incorporates both time and frequency correlation.
The input/output relationship of the OFDM system is best
described in the frequency domain as
Yi

In this section we introduce a frequency domain based channel estimation algorithm. In an OFDMA system, the available
spectrum is shared among a number of users. The number
of subcarriers assigned may vary from one user to another.
For simplicity, we will consider that the available bandwidth
is shared equally among all active users. However, all the
derivations and results presented here are also applicable to
the case where different users are allocated different number
of subcarriers. Consider such an OFDMA system in which
J users are active simultaneously. From (4), the input/output
equation for each user is given by
(j)

Yi

(1)

where i is the time index, h0 ∼ N (0, Π0 ) and ui ∼
N (0, σu2 I). The matrices F and G in (1) are square matrices of size L and are function of Doppler spread, power
delay profile and transmit filter. The matrices are assumed to
be known at the receiver and given as
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3. FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHANNEL ESTIMATION:
A PARAMETER REDUCTION APPROACH
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diag(X i )Hi + N i

(4)
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diag(X i )QL hi + N i
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where Y i , X i , Hi and N i are the j th sections of Y i ,
X i , Hi and N i respectively corresponding to the j th user.
(j)
Let the pilot locations within each section be denoted by Ip
then the pilot/output equation corresponding to (7) is given as
Y Ip = diag(X Ip )HIp + N Ip

(8)

We suppress the dependence of (8) on the section (user) index
j and on the time index i for notational convenience. Here
X Ip denotes the matrix X pruned of the rows that don’t belong to Ip . Henceforth, we will use this simplified notation.
It is desirable to keep the number of pilots to a minimum for
high bandwidth efficiency.
Transforming the channel estimation step from time domain to frequency domain increases the estimation parameter
space. A remedy to this problem is the singular value decomposition approach suggested in [10]. Based on this we resort
to a model reduction approach starting from the autocorrelation function of H, i.e. RH . We find its eigenvalue decomPLf
λl vl vlT where λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . ≥ λLf
position as RH = l=1
are the (ordered) eigenvalues of RH and v1 , . . . , vLf are the
corresponding eigenvectors. The eigenvalue decomposition is
performed only once hence the overhead incurred by it does
not burden the receiver. Using this decomposition, H can be
represented as
Lf
X
αl vl
H=
l=1

where α = [α1 , α2 , . . . , αLf ]T is a parameter vector, to be
estimated, with zero mean and autocorrelation matrix Λ =
diag(λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λLf ). Using the dominant eigenvalues to
represent H and treating the rest as modeling noise1 , we get
H = Vd α d + Vn α n

(9)

The first term here is the dominant component while the second term is considered as modeling noise. Substituting (9) in
(7) results in
Y

=

diag(X )V d αd + N + diag(X )V n αn (10)

=

X d αd + N

0

(11)
0

where X d = diag(X )V d and N = N + X n αn with
X n = diag(X )V n . We consider N 0 to be zero mean white
Gaussian noise with autocorrelation
RN 0 = RN + diag(X )V n diag(Λn )V ∗n diag(X )∗

(12)

where Λn is a diagonal matrix comprising of the nondominant ordered eigenvalues of RH . We can use (11)
to construct a pilot/output equation (similar to (8)) as
0

Y Ip = X Ip α d + N Ip

(13)

iterations maybe performed for a specified number of times or
until some predetermined condition is fulfilled. We drop the
iteration index k from the equations henceforth for notational
convenience. For the data aided case, the estimate of αd is
given as
¸
¾
½ ·
2
2
α̂d = arg min E kY − X d αd k −1 + kαd k −1 (18)
RN 0
Λd
αd
It turns out that solving this minimization is tricky as the noise
0
N itself is dependent on the input. We can proceed in one
of the following three ways: 1) neglect the modeling noise
0
altogether, in this case N will no longer be dependent on the
input and solving the minimization in (18) would be straight
forward. A consequence of this approach would be some loss
in accuracy. 2) split the expectation into two parts, one taken
0
over the noise N and the second taken independently over
the data. This would yield a good approximation of (18). 3) if
the signal is constant modulus, the expectation can be calculated exactly. It turns out that splitting the expectation yields
almost comparable results as calculating the exact solution.
We compare the MSE for these three method for the (constant modulus) 4 QAM case (see Section 6 for the simulation
setup).

Using equation(13), the parameter αd can be estimated from
the log likelihood function
o
n
α̂MAP
= arg max ln p(Y Ip |X d,Ip , αd ) + ln p(αd )
d

0.75

0.65

αd

α̂d = arg min kY Ip − X d,Ip αd k2 −1 + kαd k2 −1
RN 0
Λd
αd

(15)

0.6
0.55
MSE

(14)
As the noise is white Gaussian, the MAP estimate of αˆd is
given by
(
)

0.5
0.45
0.4

Ip

0.35

which simplifies to
·

0.3

¸−1

α̂d = Λd X ∗d,Ip RN 0 + X d,Ip Λd X ∗d,Ip
Ip

Y Ip

(16)

The estimate of the channel of the j th user is then obtained by
Ĥ = Vd α̂d . In order to fully exploit the data constraints of
the OFDM system, we will use the EM approach. So instead
of maximizing (14), we maximize an average form of the log
likelihood function. Starting from an initial estimate calculated using only pilots, the estimate is improved iteratively
with the k th estimate given by
(k)

α̂d

n

= arg max EX
αd

i |Yi ,α̂d

(k−1)

ln p(Y|X d , αd ) + ln p(αd )

o

(17)

The expectation is taken with respect to the input given the
output and the most recent parameter estimate α̂d (k−1) . The
1 We
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the three approaches to the EM based algorithm.

4. USING TIME-CORRELATION TO IMPROVE THE
CHANNEL ESTIMATE
The above iterative technique for channel estimation does not
use any time-correlation information. As the practical channel will exhibit some time correlation, this information can
be used to enhance the estimate of αd further. Let us first
develop a model for the variation of the parameter αd .

4.1. Developing a Frequency Domain Time-Variant Model
For simplicity, let us assume that the diagonal matrices F and
G in (1) are actually scalar
p multiples of the identity matrix,
i.e. F = f I and G = 1 − f 2 I. We will derive a model
similar to the time domain model in (1). From (6), the j th
section of Hi (corresponding to the spectrum of the j th user),
(j)
Hi , is related to hi by
(j)

Hi

(j)

= Q P hi

(19)

Backward run: The backward run (i = T, T − 1, . . . , 0)
starts from λT +1|T = 0 and is described by
³
λi|T
α̂i|T

=

´
I P +N − X i ∗Ip K ∗f,i F ∗i λi+1|T +
¡
¢
X iIp R−1
e,i Y i − X i α̂i|i−1

= α̂i|i−1 + P i|i−1 λi|T

(27)
(28)

where α̂i|T gives us an initial pilot based estimate used to
boot start the data-aided part of the algorithm.

(j)

where QP is the j th section of QP obtained by pruning of
(j)
all its rows except those of the j th section. Replacing Hi
by its representation using the dominant parameters αd , we
get
(j)
V d αd,i = QP hi
or

(j)

αd,i = V +
d QP hi

(20)

+
d

where V is the pseudo inverse of V d . From (1) and (20) we
get the dynamical recursion

where F α

αd,i+1 = F α αd,i + Gα ui
(21)
p
(j)
= f I and Gα = 1 − f 2 V +
d QP +1 and where

Now that we have a model for time variation for αd we can
incorporate the time correlation information given by the dynamical equation (21) to improve the estimate of αd . The
algorithm will again comprise of two steps. An initial pilot
based estimation step and then an iterative data aided step to
improve the original estimate.
4.2. Initial (Pilot-Based) Channel Estimation
In this step, we use only the pilots to estimate the parameter
αd . This initial pilot based estimate is computed from the
state space system described by equations (13) and (21). For
a sequence of T + 1 pilot bearing symbols, the optimum esT
timate of {αi,d }i=0 is given by applying a forward-backward
Kalman to equations (13) and (21).
Forward run: The initial conditions, for i = 1, . . . , T ,
are P 0|−1 = Π0 and α0|−1 = 0. The Forward run of the
Kalman filter is described by the following set of equations
Re,i

=

K f,i

=

α̂i|i

=

I − K f,i X iIp α̂i|i−1 + K f,i Y i (24)

α̂i+1|i

=

P i+1|i

=

F α α̂i|i
(25)
¡
¢ ∗
∗
F α P i|i−1 − K f,i Re,i K f,i F α +
1
Gα G∗α
(26)
σn2

³

´

In the data-aided step, we use data tones of the user to improve the pilot based estimate of αd in an iterative manner.
The system is described by the state space equations (11) and
(21). However, the receiver has no prior knowledge of the actual data symbols X i hence we use instead an estimate of the
transmitted data. The Forward Backward Kalman is therefore
applied to the following state space model(see [2] for a proof)
·
¸
·
¸ ·
0 ¸
E[X d ]
Yi
Ni
αi,d +
(29)
=
1
0
Cov[X ∗d ] 2
0
αd,i+1 = F α αd,i + Gα ui

E[αd,0 α∗d,0 ] = Λd

RN + X iIp P i|i−1 X i ∗Ip
P i|i−1 X i ∗Ip R−1
e,i

4.3. Iterative (Data-Aided) Channel Estimation

(22)

(30)

Recall that X d = diag(X )V d . Thus,
E[X d ] =
Cov[X ∗d ] =

E[diag(X )]V d
V ∗d Cov[diag(X ∗ )]V d

i.e., we need to evaluate the first two moments of X (given
b d ). The first moment is
Y and the most recent estimate α
evaluated element-by-element. Moreover, in carrying out the
second expectation, we will assume that the elements of X
are independent.2 With this assumption, it is easy to see that
we can calculate the first two moments by calculating
E[X (l)], Cov[X (l)] = E[|X (l)|2 ] − |E[X (l)]|2
Given that X (l) is drawn from the alphabet set A = {A1 , . . . ,
AM } with equal probability, the first and second moments are
calculated along the same lines as in [2] and given as
PM
E[X (l)|Y(l), H(l)] =

j=1

Aj e−

PM

−
j=1 e

(23)

PM
E[|X (l)|2 |Y(l), H(l)] =

j=1

|Y(l)−H(l)Aj |2
σ2

|Aj |2 e−

PM

−
j=1 e

|Y(l)−H(l)Aj |2
σ2

(31)

|Y(l)−H(l)Aj |2
σ2

|Y(l)−H(l)Aj |2
σ2

(32)

2 This is in general not true because the elements of H are not independent. However, we continue to use this approximation as this maintains the
transparency of element-by-element equalization in OFDM.

While there was just a single implementation of the symbol
by symbol algorithm of Section 3, several implementations
are possible for the time-correlation case depending on the
structure of the data-aided iterations in the FB Kalman filter. Next we briefly described the implementation structure of
these variations.

number of complex multiplications. In the table, NJ = N
J
represents the subcarriers assigned to the j th user, d and n
represent the dominant and non-dominant eigenvalues, k is
the number of EM iterations, M is the size of the alphabet set
and P represents the number of time domain channel taps.
6. SIMULATION RESULTS

4.4. Cyclic FB Kalman
In the cyclic FB Kalman filter, the algorithm starts with calculating the initial pilot based estimate. This initial estimate
is used to kick start the data-aided step where the algorithm
obtains the channel estimate (forward run) traversing over the
entire OFDM block and then performs the back ward run of
the Kalman filter. This channel estimate is then used to obtain
a more refined data estimate and the entire cycle is repeated.

We consider an OFDMA system with 4 users. The OFDM
block length is 6. Each OFDM symbol has 64 carriers out of
which 16 are reserved for pilots. A cyclic prefix of length 15
is used. The outer code is a 1/2 rate convolutional code. The
channel model is considered to be block fading described by
state space equation (1) with a time variation of f = 0.9. It
consists of 15 complex tabs (worst case scenario) and has an
exponential delay profile E[|h0 (k)|2 ] = e−0.2k .

4.5. Helix FB Kalman
0

10

Helix Kalman(TD)
LS Estimate EM=2(FD)
Cyclic Kalman(FD)
Helix Kalman(FD)
Code Enhanced Kalman(FD)

−1

10

BER

In the Helix FB Kalman filter, the initial estimate is obtained
using the pilots. Using this initial estimate, the algorithm then
iterates between channel and data estimation within one symbol and after completing the designated number of iterations,
moves to the next symbol where the same iterations are repeated again (Forward run). Once the algorithm has iterated
over all the symbols within the OFDM block, it performs the
back ward run of the Kalman filter.

−2

10

−3

4.6. Using Code to Enhance the Estimate
When an outer code extending over the entire OFDM block
is implemented, the estimate can be further enhanced. As
can be seen, the channel estimate obtained by the above two
implementation depends on the data estimate. Therefore, improving the data estimate will improve the channel estimate.
Using the code, we can reduce the number of errors in the received data and use this corrected estimate of data to enhance
the channel estimate. This results in marked improvement in
the bit error rate (BER) as corroborated by our simulation results.
5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The data detection step is always performed in frequency domain. For iterative methods, like the ones proposed here, performing channel estimation in time domain will require 2 extra FFT operations, one to transform the time domain channel
estimate to frequency domain (to aid in the next data detection
step) and the second to transform the resulting data estimate
back to time domain (for further iterations). Thus not only
does the time domain estimation require more computations,
it also introduces latency in the process. Frequency domain
channel estimation methods avoid both of these issues. Table 1 shows the computational complexities of the various
algorithms presented in the paper in terms of approximate
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Fig. 2. BER comparison of entire system (TD: Time Domain, FD:
Frequency Domain).

Figure 1 compares the three approaches to solve (18) for
the case when the input signal is of constant modulus. We
can see that neglecting the modeling noise results in a loss of
accuracy while splitting the expectation into two independent
expectations gives us almost comparable results as calculating
the expectation exactly.
Figure 2 compares BER performances of frequency domain channel estimation techniques described in Section 4
with the equivalent time domain FB Helix Kalman based on
the technique presented in [2]. FD and TD indicate whether
the method works in frequency or time domain. The graph
shows the overall BER performance of the system for all k
users. Figure 3 gives the comparison of these techniques
when the channel is correlated. We can see that the frequency
domain Kalman based methods perform better than the time
domain methods with the coded Kalman providing the best
performance.

Table 1. C OMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES .
Algorithm
Helix Kalman (FD)
Helix Kalman (TD)
Forward Kalman (FD)
Cyclic Kalman (FD)
Code Enhanced Kalman (FD)

Complexity
2NJ3 + (3kM + 3d)NJ2 + (5d2 + 5d + kd + P d)NJ
2NJ3 + (3kM + 4P )NJ2 + (4P 2 + 6P + 2kP )NJ
2kNJ3 + k(3M + 5d)NJ2 + k(5d2 + 4d + P d)NJ
2kNJ3 + k(3M + 5d)NJ2 + k(5d2 + 4d + P d)NJ
4NJ3 + 2(3kM + 5d)NJ2 + 2(5d2 + 3d + kd + P d)NJ
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7. CONCLUSION
A frequency domain data aided algorithm for channel estimation in OFDMA systems is proposed. In OFDMA systems,
users are only interest in the band allocated to them and not
the entire spectrum so frequency domain approach to channel
estimation reduces the computational cost incurred by each
user. A parameter reduction model is employed to counter the
increased number of estimation parameters in the frequency
domain. An EM based forward backward Kalman filter is
applied to exploit the time correlation of the channel. The
outercode’s ability to purge the received data packet from error s is used to further improve the estimate. The simulation
results indicate the viability of the proposed methods for the
OFDMA scenario.
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